
Fund for Excellence for the    
Lancaster Campus    
HACC, Central Pennsylvania’s Community College, prides itself on providing a quality, 
affordable education to the citizens of 11 counties across Central Pennsylvania and 
around the world through Virtual Learning. Each of the five campuses is unique but has 
a common mission to assist students in achieving their goals and provide an educational 
experience that is driven by faculty members who value innovation. HACC shows its 
dedication to innovation through the funds for excellence.
HACC’s Lancaster Campus offers more than 45 associate degree, certificate and 
diploma programs. Faculty and staff at this campus help connect students with 
internships with more than 100 local employers to gain practical experience. The Fund 
for Excellence for the Lancaster Campus ensures that faculty can implement innovative 
projects and initiatives. 
YOUR support could help students benefit from such initiatives as:
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Funds for Excellence

One Button  
Recording Studio
The One Button Recording Studio 
provides users with a streamlined 
recording experience that reduces 
technological barriers to faculty 
to record video, allowing them 
to focus on web enhancement 
of traditional classes, blended 
learning and multimodal 
assessment. This fund will support 
leveraging technology to advance 
best practices in this area of 
virtual learning.    

Early College Academy
The Early College Academy will 
allow high school students to enroll 
in prescribed HACC courses that 
lead to an associate degree while 
still in high school. Seminar courses 
will also be provided to students 
to complement and enhance their 
college readiness and skills.  

Community  
Conversation Series
These events will be open to the 
community and discuss important 
community or societal issues, 
including the opioid crisis, racism 
and law enforcement, freedom 
of speech and immigration. This 
fund will make it possible for 
the campus to secure keynote 
speakers and support the 
technology to record or broadcast 
these events to other locations. 

As YOUR community college, HACC is committed to serving the needs of its students, employees and the community. 
YOU can support both the educational and personal experiences of students and faculty at the Lancaster Campus by 
visiting hacc.edu/GiveNow to make a gift to the Fund for Excellence for the Lancaster Campus. 
For more information, please contact the HACC Foundation at foundation@hacc.edu. 

“The faculty at the Lancaster Campus are dedicated to providing transformative experiences for our 
students, and the Lancaster Campus Fund for Excellence would support their continuing efforts to do so.” 

-Victor E. Ramos, Vice President, Lancaster and Lebanon Campuses




